Recent Journalism Materials Added to Booth Library’s Collection

STACKS

All news is local: the failure of the media to reflect world events in a globalized age by Richard C. Stanton PN4731.S679 2007


Big picture: why democracies need journalistic excellence by Jeffrey Scheuer PN4751.S32 2008


Breaking news (C-SPAN) PN4841.A85 8742 2007x DVD

Breaking news: how the Associated Press has covered war, peace, and everything else by reporters of the Associated Press PN4841.A85 874 2007

Convergent journalism: the fundamentals of multimedia reporting by Stephen Quinn PN4731.Q56 2005

Cultural chaos: journalism, news and power in a globalised world by Brian McNair PN4749.M35 2006

Daily miracle: an introduction to journalism by David Conley PN4731.C648 2006


Discovering Russia: 200 years of American journalism by Murray Sieger DK265.S44x 2005

Elements of journalism: what newspeople should know and the public should expect by Bill Kovach PN4756.K67 2005

Embargoed science by Vincent Kieran Q225.K48 2006


In the hot zone: one man, one year, twenty wars by Kevin Site PN4874.A5177 A3 2007x

Internet newspapers: the making of a mainstream medium, edited by Xigen Li PN4883.162 2006


Journalism: a very short introduction by Ian Hargreaves PN4731.H2968 2005

Journalism and truth: strange bedfellows by Tom Goldstein PN4888.025 G65 2007
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Closing
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Refreshment Table

Antipasto of Italian Meats and Cheeses with Sliced Baguettes

Valentine Cucumber Cream Canapés

Breaking News Cake in Black and White

Award-Winning Punch
Opening Reception
Marvin Foyer of Booth Library
February 12, 2008
6:00-7:00 p.m.

Journalism of the highest realm: the memoir of Edward Price Bell, pioneering foreign correspondent for the Chicago daily news, edited by Jaci Cole

Journalism, science and society: science communication between news and public relations, edited by Martin W. Bauer

Journalism: the democratic craft, edited by G. Stuart Adam

Journalism: who, what, when, where, why and how by James Glen Stovall

Key concepts in journalism studies by Bob Franklin

Language of the news by Martin Conboy

Letters from the editor: lessons on journalism and life by William F. Woo

Making journalists: diverse models, global issues, edited by Hugo de Burgh

Mass-mediated terrorism: the central role of the media in terrorism and counterterrorism by Brigitte L. Nacos

News by Jackie Harrison

News around the world: content, practitioners, and public by Pamela J. Shoemaker

News production: theory and practice by David Machin, Ph.D.

News war: what’s happening to the news produced by Stephen Talbot

Online journalism ethics: traditions and transactions by Cecilia Friend

Online journalism: principles and practices of news for the Web by James C. Foust

Online news: journalism and the internet by Stuart Allan

Online newsgathering: research and reporting for journalism by Stephen Quinn

Peter Jennings: a reporter’s life, edited by Kate Darnton

Porcupine, Picaresque, & Post by Jim Bernhard
Monday, February 11
6:00 p.m.
Booth 4440

Invisible People:
Does Race Matter in News Coverage?

A panel of professional and student journalists discuss the issues and challenges they face to ensure minority representation in news coverage. Topics covered include using sources, avoiding stereotyping and personal biases, and balancing ethics and subjectivity.

Speakers: Gerri Berendzen, Larissa Chinwah, Jameel Naqvi, and Marco Santana

Gerri Berendzen is copy desk chief at the Quincy Herald-Whig, where she supervises a universal editing/design desk and is responsible for copy desk staff development. Berendzen is a member of the American Copy Editors Society executive committee.

Larissa Chinwah is a staff writer for the suburban Daily Herald, assigned to cover the village of Carpenterville, as well as East and West Dundee in Kane County, Illinois. Chinwah is a member of the Asian American Journalists Association, the Association for Women Journalists and the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association.

Jameel Naqvi is a staff writer for the Daily Herald, where he reports on two school districts in the Chicago suburbs. He is a member of the Asian American Journalists Association.

Marco Santana is a senior journalism major from Carpenterville, Illinois, where he attended Dundee-Crown High School. At Eastern, he has held several editorial positions at The Daily Eastern News, including editor-in-chief, sports editor, and campus editor. Santana is president of Eastern's chapter of the American Copy Editors Society.